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Landmine Neutralization
Air Excavation Unit
Josh Card, Ethan Cornwell
Landmine warning sign

A commercial air excavator

Current Design

The Problem
•

•

•

The current iteration of the design consists of a frame and cage (seen right) holding all components of the air
blower which currently include the power source (a motor), a fan, hydraulic hoses, and an air nozzle. This frame
is mounted to the rake or forward shovel of a backhoe or excavator (seen below).
The motor powers the fan which creates air output through the air nozzle.
The motor is hydraulically powered using the excavator’s onboard hydraulic system.
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Rubble to be cleared by HALO

Many war-torn countries are dealing with improvised explosive devices,
landmines, and unexploded ordnance posing a serious threat to the
communities living in the conflict areas. The team is tasked by
HALO to produce a remotely controlled air excavator which attaches to
the end of a backhoe to operate in environments where dust and debris
from destroyed buildings impede demining operations or other
dangerous environments where the machine operator is uncertain as to
the location of potential explosives. Current commercial alternatives are
too cumbersome or too expensive, so our team will design and build a
prototype to be used.

The fabricated frame and cage of our prototype

Conclusion
SOLIDWORKS model of our design

Specifications
•

Our Client: The HALO Trust
•

•

•

•

Mission: To lead the effort to protect lives, restore livelihoods livelihoods
livelihood's for those affected by war.

Engaged with humanitarian demining in 25 countries and territories the
and territories the world. The largest demining organization in the world.
In their work to make people and places safe they embed themselves in
local communities, build capacity and work closely with local and national
governments as well as aid and development partners.

They create safe and secure environments, offer opportunities to rebuild
lives and livelihoods, and prepare the way for development long term.
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Our prototype testing setup

•
•
•
•
•

Ability to latch to full-sized backhoe rakes custom made by HALO.
Be able to be assembled in an hour or less and be connected/disconnected
from the back hoe by one person in 30 minutes or less.
Design should be easy to maintain in the field. Parts should be easily
Backhoe used by HALO
sourced and have no restrictions to facilitate ease of maintenance.
Design must be self-powered, using the onboard 12V backhoe power supply and hydraulic systems.
Has at least 750 cubic feet per minute of air (CFM) and 170 miles per hour airspeed (Mph) to remove
debris, dust, and dirt.
Blower must be powerful enough to move sand, dust, dirt, and debris up to a volume of 27 cubic inches.

Future Directions

Our project is ending after this semester due to situations beyond our control, so our current prototype is being
turned over to HALO with all necessary documents and specifications. This means we will not be able to
complete all our initial goals as our project scope has narrowed significantly. We will look forward
to helping HALO with any future questions they have about the design or our project.
Intended future work would have included:
• An extension arm will be attached to the end of the backhoe rake. The air nozzle will be attached to this
•

extension arm to allow the operator precision control of the direction of air flow during operation.
A camera system, that would allow the operator inside the cabin of the backhoe to see excavated area. A
graphic of our final system diagram can be seen right.

This semester we successfully tested our prototype and
we prepared videos and documents for our client. Our
team is disappointed that our project is ending early but
we are glad that we were able to help our client and learn
technical and practical skills through this project. We
successfully developed a working prototype in three
semesters, demonstrating that the concept landmine
excavation through air is possible.
We encountered many difficulties
along the way but our hard work
has resulted in success.

Scan code to see a
project video of our prototype in action

▌Disclaimer
The work presented in this document has been provided solely for educational
and edification purposes. All materials are composed by students of Messiah
University and are not certified by any means. They do not constitute
professional consultation and require the examination and evaluation by a
certified engineer through any product development process. The contents
documented are the produced work by the student design team but do not
necessarily represent the as-built or as-assembled state of a complete and
tested design; faculty, staff, and other professionals involved in our program
may have augmented the student engineering work during implementation,
which may not be recorded within this document.
Messiah University, the Collaboratory, nor any party related to the composition
of this document, shall be liable for any indirect, incidental, special,
consequential, or punitive damages, or any loss of profits or revenues, whether
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access to or use of the provided material; any content obtained from the
provided material, or alteration of its content.

